Introduction
In these times of increased fiscal constraint often resulting in corporate downsizing, DoD, like other organizations, is undergoing many changes in structure, management, and process. Two changes are germane to this paper: u:se of commercial standards and increased use of modeling and simulation.
One change is to adopt corporate business practices where possible. The importance of M&S has resulted in DoD Directive 5000.59, "DoD Modeling and Simulation Management", which provides for a DoD M&S Master Plan. As outlined in the draft plan, DoD intends to establish a c o m m o n high-level simulation architecture to ensure the appropriate interoperability of live, virtual and constructive simulations, and their interface with command, control, communications, computers and intelligence systems. All ongoing DoD M&S projects/programs will be reviewed for the feasibility of adopting the highlevel architecture. The goals of the architecture include: interoperability, reuse, portability, distributed operation, legacy operation, scalability, broad applicability, technological evolvability, and maximum feasible use of COTS and government off-the-shelf (GOTS) products.
J-MASS is envisioned as tne Air
Force common modeling and simulation architecture to be used as the "engine of the EW Test Process". As the DoD High Level Architecture evolves, J-MASS will comply with those standards. In light of these events, Wright Laboratory and the J-MASS Program Office (ASC/XREM) are developing the concept of the J-MASS Marketplace, where industry would build commercial tools to work with J-MASS in response to real customer demand. From its inception, J-MASS was designed as an Open Systems Architecture with the capability for the Simulation Support Environment to be expanded by the addition of site specific software, including COTS.
J-MASS --A GOTS Framework for COTS
Under the Marketplace concept, the J-MASS SSE serves as a GOTS framework for the addition of third party applications. A J-MASS product release will provide core capabilities which will meet the needs of many J-MASS users. But the unique needs of many organizations would be satisfied by industry developed J-MASS applications meeting specific requirements. The Marketplace concept avoids the high cost of DoD-wide licenses and permits commercial market competition to satisfy in div i d u ai organization a I require men t s. Broad DoD and Service requirements could be satisfied by core J-MASS capabilities o r , in many cases, by choices from multiple commercial tools that would be J-MASS Compliant. DoD has insufficient resources to purchase DoDwide licenses for the multiplicity of unique and individual products required for all DoD and Service organizations. Instead J-MASS becomes a new market for application developers where the field organizations buy the exact product they need. Companies will have a new arena for sales of commercial products (tools and eventually even model parts) compatible with J-MASS. Commercial applications could carry a "J-MASS Compliant" label much like the commercial logos found on PC products today. Many existing tools on the commercial market and widely used by industry could easily be made compatible with the SSE. The commercial tools can add functionality across all modes of the SSE: visual programming toolkits for the Develop, icon-based visually assembly for Assemble, geographical information system and map tools for Configure, runtime monitoring visualization for Execute, and word processing and presentation graphics for Post Process. Such tools are more affordably and efficiently created by the commercial sector and can be maintained at low cost by a broad customer base. All J-MASS sites do not need all the available tools. It is not necessary for DoD to license everything for everybody. The everyday user is the best judge of what the user organization requires. The user organization can chose which commercial products to license from the many alternatives potentially available in the J-MASS Marketplace. With formal definition of a could be plugged into the SSE tool application programming interface (API) and other standards, products seamlessly . The J-MASS architecture is based on many commercial standards, such as CORBA, POSIX, MOTIF, and TCP, which will make a marketplace even more viable.
J-MASS SSE

What is J-MASS Compliance for Tools?
Compliance is an important issue since a fundamental tenet of J-MASS is that most capabilities, be it models or tools, will not be provided by a central J-MASS organization, but by the J-MASS user community or the commercial sector. J-MASS capabiiities are of two fundamental types: tools and simulation models. First, let us review some definitions. DODD 5000.59 defines a model as a physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process. A simulation is a method for implementing a model over time. In the context of J-MASS, a simulation model is a capability that connects into the J-MASS simulation engine, i.e., the Simulation Runtime Agent (SRA), and interacts with other 
Industry Participation
The J-MASS Marketplace is a new coneept and potentially large market
